
productive of the signifying effect
significance); one can see that

28. '.fhe sign =_ hcrc dcsignatcs
congruence.

2g. S' designating here the term

37. lrrrglislr irr tlrc original l'l'..J.
38. La lcure I'dte et l'autrc.
39. One of my colleagues went so firr

in this direction as to wonder if tlrt: lrl
(^Es) of the last phase wasn't in fact rlro
'bad ego'. (It should now be obviorur
whom I am referring to - t966.)

4o. Note, nonetheless, the tone witlr
which one spoke in that period of tlro
'elfin pranks' of the unconsciousl a wor k
of Silberer's is called Der Zufall und dia
Koboldsreiche des Unbewusstea (Chance
and the Elfin Tricks of the Unconscious)
- completely anachronistic in the contcxt
of our present soul-managers.

4r. To pick the most recent in date,
Frangois Mauriac, in the Figaro littdrairo
of z1 May, apologizes for refusing 'to
tell the story of his life'. If no one thesc
days can undertake to do that with the
old enthusiasm, the reason is that, 'a half
century since, Freud, whatever we think
of him' has already passed that way. And
after being briefly tempted by the old
sav/ that this is only the 'history of our
body', Mauriac returns to the truth that
his sensitivity as a writer makes him face:
to write the history of oneself is to write
the confession of the deepest part of our
neighbours' souls as well.

(ot
the

term is latent in metonymy, patent in
metaphor.

3o. It is quite otherwise if by posing a
question such as 'Why philosophersl' I
become more candid than nature, for
then I am asking not only the question
that philosophers have been asking them-
selves for all time, but also the one in
which they are perhaps most interested.

3r. 'Ambigaitd de furet' Iiterally,
'ferret-like ambiguity'. This is one of-a
number of references in Lacan to the
game 'hunt-the-slipper' (jeu du furet)
IT'.].

32. 'The nucleus of our being' [Tr.].
33. English in the original [Tr.].
34. This and the next paragraph were

rewritten solely with a view to greater
clarity of expression (note 1968).

1j. A German comic newspaper of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries [Tr.].

36. Fetisclrismus, G.W. XIV: 1tr;"Fetishism', Collected Papers, Y: r98;
Standard EditionXXl: 149.

SIX

On a question preliminary to any possible
treatment of psychosis

This article contains the most imPortant parts of the seminar
given during the first two terns of the academic year

r9t 1-6, ai the Ecole Normale Sup6rieure. It first
appeared in La Psychanalyse, vol. 4.

I*{{
Hoc guod triginta tres per dnnos in ipso loco studui,

et Sanctae Annae Genio loci, et dilectae
juventuti) gude eo me sectata est)

diligeruter dedico.

**.{{

I Towards Freud

r. Half a century of Freudianism applied to Psychosis leaves its problem
still to be rethought, in other v/ords, at the status quo ante.

It might be siid that before Freud discussion of Psychosis_ did not
detach itself from a theoretical background that presented itself as PSy-
chology, but which was merely a'laicized' remainder of what we shall
call the long metaphysical coction of science in the School (with the capital
'S' that it deserves).

Now if our science, which concerns the plrysis, in its ever purer mathe-
rnatization, retains from this cooking no more than a whiff so subtle that
one may legitimately wonder whether there has not been a substitution
uf person, ih. same cannot be said of the antipltysis (that,is, the living
,ppurut,rt that one hopes is capable of measuring the said physis), whose
t-ill of burnt fat betrays without the slightest doubt the age-old practice
in the said cooking of the preparation of brains.

Thus the theoraof abstraction, necessary in accounting for knowledge,
has become fixed in an abstract theory of the faculties of the subject,
which the most radical sensualist Petitions could not render more functional
with regard to subiective effects.

t



'I-he constantly rcrrcu,crl uucnrl)ts l() corrcct its rt.sults by tlrc varied
counterweights of the affect are doomed to flilure as long as one omits ttr
ask if it is indeed the same subject that is affected.

z. It is the question that one learns on the school bench (with a snrlil
's') to avoid once and for all: for even if the alternations of identity of r lre
percipiens are admitted, its function in the constirurion of the unity of rlrc
perceptum is not discussed. The diversity of structure of the perceltturtt
affects-in the percipiens only a diversity of register, in the finai anaiysis,
that of the sensoriums.In law, this diversity is always surmountable ii tlrt:
percipiens is capable of apprehending reality.

That is ulh_y those whose task it is to ansv/er the quesrion posed by thc
existence of the madman could not prevent themselves from interposing
between it and them those same school benches, which provided i"ch i
convenient shelter.

Indeed,I would dare to lump togerher, if I may say so, all the positions,
whether ,!.y are mechanist or dynamist, whether they r.. [.n.sis as
deriving from the organism or from the psyche, and ,trrr.i,rr. from
disintegration or from conflict. All of them, ingenious as they are in
declaring, in the name of a manifest fact that a hallucination is aperceptum
without an object end up asking the percipiens the ...ron foi this
plrceptym, without anyone realizing that in this requesr, a step has been
skipped, the step of asking oneself whether the p e rc ep tum itself bequeathed
a univocal sense to the percipiens here required to explain it.

This step, however, ought to appear legitimate in any unbiased examin-
ation of verbal hallucination, because it is not reducible to a specific
sensorium, still less to a percipiens in the sense that the latter would give
it its unity.

In effect, it is an error to hold it as essentially auditive when it is con-
ceivable that it be not so at all (for a deaf-mute, for example, or in some
non-auditive register of hallucinatory spelling). It is ,r, .rro, moreover
because we realise that the act of hearing is not the same, according to
whether it aims at the coherence of the verbal chain, namely, its over-
determination at each instant by the deferred acrion (apris-coup) of its
sequence, as, too, the suspension at each instant of its value at the advent
of a meaning, ever ready for return - or according to whether it accom-
modates itself in speech to sound modulation, ro this or that end of acous-
tic analysis: tonal or phonetic, even of musical power.

These very brief remarks were enough to bring out the difference of
the subjectivities concerned in the perspective of ih,"- prrrrptum (and the

('xl(:nI to rr,lriclr it i:; nrisrurrlcrstr,,rrl irr tlrc <lucstioning of paticnts and tlrc
rr,rsology ol-'voiccs').

llut one miglrt claim to reduce this difference to a level of objectification
irr tlre percipiens.

'I his, however, is not the case. For it is at the level at which subiective
':;ynthesis' confers its full meaning on speech that the subject reveals
.rll the paradoxes of which he is the patient in this singular perception.
'l'lrese paradoxes already appear when it is the other who offers speech:
rlris is sufficiently evidenced in the subject by the possibility ofhis obeying
t lris speech in so far as it governs his hearing and his being-on-his-guard,
lirr simply by entering the other's auditory field, the subject falls under the
:;way of a suggestion from which he can escape only by reducing the other
to being no more than the spokesman of a discourse that is not his own
.r of an intention that he is holding in reserve.

But still more striking is the subject's relation to his ov/n speech, in
which the important factor is rather masked by the purely acoustic fact
rhat he cannot speak without hearing himself. Nor is there anything special
:rbout the fact that he cannot listen to himself without being divided as
l'ar as the behaviour of the consciousness is concerned. Clinicians did
better by discovering verbal motor hallucination by detecting the outline
,,f phonatory movements. Yet they have not articulated where the crucial
lroint resides; it is that the sensorium. being indifferent in the production of
ru signifying chain:

(a) this signifying chain imposes itself, by itself, on the subiect in its
vocal dimension;

(b) it takes as such a reality proportional to the time, perfectly observable
in experience, that its subjective attribution involves;

(c) its'own structurc qua signifier is determinant in this attribution, which,
as a rule, is distributive, that is to say, possesses several voices, and,
therefore, renders equivocal a supposedly unifying percipiens.

3. I shall illustrate what I have just said with a phenomenon taken from
<rne of my clinical presentations for the year rgjy-6, that is, the year of
the seminar referred to here. Let us say that such a discovery can be made
only at the cost of complete submission, even if it is intentional, to the
properly subjective positions of the patient, positions which all too often
one distorts in reducing them to a morbid process, thus reinforcing the
difficulty of penetrating them with a not unjustified reticence on the part
of the subject.

V



"*i'J:;:o'ii,"",;l:.iJ,,1;,ff,1,:'1fi :il,il[l.1*m';[,:JJ::]1il
intrusion, developing into a delusion of being spied on, was merely rlrr J
development of the defence proper to an affective binary relation, opcn al G
such to any form of alienation. ru

It was tlre daughter who, when interviewed, gave me as proof of tlrl I
insults to which both of them were subjected by their neighbours a fnot f
concerning the lover of the neighbour who was supposed to be harrassitrs G
them with her attacks, after they had had to break off a friendship witlt Il
her that v/as at first encouraged. This man, who was no more therefilrt J I
than an indirect party to the situation, and indeed a somewhat shadowy I I
figure in the patient's allegations, had, apparently, called after her, as lto I I

passed her in the corridor of the block of flats in which they lived, tho I I
offensive word: 'Sow!'. I I

Upon which, I, little inclined to see in it a counter-thrust to 'Pigt', I i
which would be too easy to extrapolate in the name of a projection which, I I
in such a case, is never more than the psychiatrist's own proiection, went f I
on to ask her what she might have said the moment before. Not without f I

success: for, with a smile, she conceded that, on seeing the man, she had I I

murmured the apparently harmless enough words: 'I've iust been to thc .l
pork butcher's . . .' I:'Who were these words directed tol She was hard put to say it, thur I i

giving me the right to help her. For their textual meaning, we cannot I'
ignore the fact, among others, that the patient had suddenly taken leave of il
her husband and her family-in-law and thus given to a marriage that her f,
mother disapproved of an outcome that has remained unchanged. This il ,

departure rested on the conviction she had acquired that these p.asants,f

ffi'#,il::n[*"fil.l";#]j:.x"'an 
end to this good-ror-nothins f t

What does it matter, however, whether or not one has to resort to the !
phantasy of the fragmented body in order to understand how the patient, I
a prisoner of the dual relationship, responds once more here to a situation !
that is beyond her comprehension. f

For our present purposes, it is enough that the patient should have f
admitted that the phrase was allusive, even though she was unable to I
be anything other than perplexed as to which of the two present or the !
one absent person was being alluded to, for it thus appears that the .I, I
as subject of the sentence in direct style, left in suspense, in accordance I
with its function as a'shifter', as it is called in linguisticsrl the desigrution I

,,1 tltt: sltclrliing strlrjt'ct, lirr lts lt,ltg lts lltt::rlltrsiott, itt its cottitrratory
rrrrt'nti,rri rr,, <loul-rt, itsclI rcnraincd itr a statc of'oscillation' After the

l),ursc, this uncertainty came to an end with the apposition of the word
;,,,,rv', itself too loaded with invective to follow the oscillation isochroni-
,,rlly. Thus the discourse came to realize its intention as rejection in hal-
l,r,'iiration. In the place where the unspeakable object is reiected in the
rr';rl, a word makes itself heard, so that, coming in the place of that which
lr,rs rro name, it was unable to follow the intention of the subject without
,k'taching itself from it by the dash preceding the reply: opposing its
.lirparaging antistrophe to the cursing of the strophe thus restored to the

1,.rricnt-with the index of the I, resembling in its opacity the ejaculations
,,1'love, when, lacking a signifier to name the obiect of its epithalamium,
,r cmploys the crudest trickery of the imaginary. 'I'11 eat you uP " '
Srveetie!' 'You'll love it . . . Rat!'

4. I have referred to this example here only to show in living, concrete
rlctail that the function of irrealization is not everything in the symbol'
l"or, in order that its irruption into the real should be beyond question,
ir has only to present itself, as it usually does, in the form of a broken
,'lrain.2

We also touch here upon the effect that every signifier has, once it is
lrerceived, of arousing in the percipiens anassent composed of the awaken-
i,,g of the hidden duplicity bf tlie second by the manifest ambiguity of
rhe first.

Of course, all this may be regarded as mirage effects from the classical

lroint of view of the unifying subject.
But it is striking thai this point of view, reduced to itself, should

.,ffer, on hallucination for example, only views of such Poverty that the
work of a madman, no doubt as remarkable as Judge Schreber in his
Memoirs of *y Nervous lllness3 may, after being welcomed most en-
rhusiasticaily, before Freud, by psychiatrists, be regarded, even-after him,
as a collection of writings to be offered as an introduction to the pheno-
rnenology of psychosis, and not only for the beginner.a

He provided me, too, with the basis of a structural analysis, when, in
,rry ,.*i.rar for the year rytr-6 on Freudian structures in psychosis, I
followed Freud's advice and re-examined his case.

The relation between the signifier and the subiect that this analysis
reveals is to be met - it is apparent in this address - with the very aPPear-

ance of these phenomenarif, returning from Freud's experience, one is
aware of the point to which it is leading-



But this departurc liorn tlrc lllrcrrorrrt:rron, if propcrly carriccl ()rrr,
would lead us bac\ to that point, as was the casc for me whcn an carty
study of paranoia led me rhirty years ago ro the threshold of psyclr,,-
analysis.s

_ Nowhere, in fact, is the fallacious conceprion of a psychical proccss irr
Jaspers' conception of this process, in which the sympiom is merely rlrc
index, more irrelevant than in the approach to psychosis, because nowlrt,re
is the symptom, if one can decipher it, more clearly articulated in tlrc
structure itself.

Which makes it incumbent on us to define this process by the most
radical determinants of the relation of man ro the signifier.

;. But we do not have to have reached that stage to be interested in the
variety of verbal hallucinations to be found in Schreb ef s Memoirs, or
to recognize in them differences quite other than those in which they arc
'classically' classified, according ro their mode of involvement in the
percipiens (the dggree of his 'belief') or in the reality of the same (,audi-
tivation'): or rather, the differences that derive from their speech srructure,
in so far as this structure is already in the perceptum.

Simply by considering the text of the hallucinarions, a distinction arises
for the linguist between code phenomena and message phenomena.

T9 th9 phenomena of code belong, in this .ppror.h, the voices that
use the Grundspraclte, which I would translare aslbasic language, (langue-
*fofA, and which Schreber describes (S. r3-I)u as 'a ro**[ut arcf,aic,
but always rigorous German that is particularlymarked byits grear wealth
of eurphemisms'. Elsewhere (S. I67-XII) he refers regretfullyio,its form,
which is authentic on accounr of its characteristics of noble distinction
and simplicity'.

- This part of the phenomena is specified in expressions that are neo-
Iogical in form (new compound words - the process of compounding
being governed here by the rules of the puii.rrt" Ianguage, longu{
and usage. Hallucinations inform the subject of the forms *a,rr"ges-thar
constitute the neo-code: the subject ov/es to them, for example, primarilS
the term Grundsprache to designate it.

It is something fairly close tJthese messages that linguists call autunyms,
ev9, thgugh it is the signifier itself (and nor thar which it signifies)thai
is the obiect of the communication. But this peculiar, but nortal relation
between the message and itself is reduplicated here by the fact that these
messages are regarded as being supported by beings whose relations
they themselves srare in modes that prove to be ,r.ryii*ilar to the con-

rrcxiotts ol'tltt: siglrilit'r. 'l'lrc tcrlrr Nttrt,t:ntut/t,rrt11, wlriclr I would tntnslatc
,r,r ncrvc-.ulrtcxatiotr (annaxion-dc-nerJs), atrd which also dcrives from
rlrcst: nlcssagcs, illustrates this remark in that passion and action between
r lrr:sc bcings is reduced to those annexed or disannexed nerves, but also in
rlr;rt these nerves, quite as much as the divine rays (Gotesstrahlen) to
rvlrich they are homogeneous, are simply the joining together of the
rr',rrds (paroles) that they support (S. r3o-X: what the voices formulate as:
'l)o not forget that the nature of the rays is that they must speak').

'fhere is the relation here of the system to its own constitution as
,;ignifier, which would seem to be relevant to the question ofmetalanguage
.rrrd which, in my opinion, will demonstrate the impropriety of that notion
il'it is intended to define differentiated elements in language.

It should be noted, furthermore, that we are presented here with
plrenomena that have been wrongly called intuitive, on account of the
llct that the effect of the signification anticipates the development of the
:;iqnification. \Mhat is involved here, in fact is an effect of the signifier,
in so far as its degree of certainty (second degree: signification of signi-
lication) assumes a weight proportional to the enigmatic void that first
l)resents itself in the place of the signification itself.

The amusing thing in this case is that it is precisely to the extent that
lbr the subject this high voltage of the signifier drops, that is to say, that
tlre hallucinations are reduced to ritornelli, to mere repetitions, the inanity
of which imputed to beings devoid of intelligence and personality, if not
frankly effaced from the register of being, that it is to precisely this extent,
as I say, that the voices take account of the Seelenaufassung, the con-
ception-of-souls (in the basic language), a conception that is manifested
in a catalogue of thoughts that is not unworthy of a book of classical
psychology. A catalogue bound up in the voices with a pedantesque in-
tention, a fact that does not prevent the subiect from introducing the
most pertinent commentaries. I would note that in these commentaries
the source of the terms is always carefully distinguished, for example that
although the subject uses the word fnstanl (S. note of 3o-II - lecture
notes from r r to zr-I), he emphasizes in a note: 'that word is mine'.

Thus the fundamental importance of memory-thoughts (Erinnerungs-
gedanken, pensies-de-mimoire) in the psychical economy does not escape
him, and he immediately offers proof of this in the poetic and musical
use of modulating repetition.

Our patient, who provides the priceless description of this 'conception
of souls' as 'the somewhat idealized representation that souls have formed
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But to take up the thread of our argument, Iet us turn to the phenomena
that I will contrast with the earlier ones as message phenomena.'W'e are dealing here with interrupted messageE by which a relation ir
sustained between the subject and his divine interlocutor, a relation to
which the messages give the form of a challenge or endurance rest.

Indeed, the voice of the parrner limits the messages involved to the be-
q!rying of a sentence whose complement of sense presenrs, moreover, no
difficulty for the subject, other than its harrassing, offensive side, which il
usuallygf "" ineptitude such as to discourage him. The bravery he showr
in not faltering in his reply, in even thwaiting the traps laid for him, is
not the least important aspect for our analysis of th. phenomenon.
. Pq he will prm" here again at the ,r.iy text of *t .r might be called
hallucinatory provocation (or protasis). The subject gives ,i the follow-
ing examples of such a srructure (S. zr7-XVI), (rI Nun wilt ich mich
(now I will . . . mlself . . .); (z) Sie sollen ncimlich. . . (., for you, you
ought to . . .); G) Das will ich mir. t. (I will certainly . . ) - to iake'only
these three - ro which he must reply with their significant supplemenq
for^him beyond doubt, namely: (r) face the fact that I u* ,.'idiot; (zj
1s for you, y9l oyght to be exposed (a word of the basic language)'as
the negator of God and as given up to dissolute sensuality, nor to-mention
other things; $) think about it.
- One might note that the senrence is interrupted at the point at which

the group ofwords that one might call index-terms ends, tir" t.r*, being
either those designated bI their function in the signifier, according to rh;
1.tp employed above, as shifters, or precisely the tirms which, in ti'e.od",
indicate the position of the subject on the bisis of the message itself,

After which, the properly lexical part of the senrence, in-other words
that which comprises the words that the code defines by their use, whether
the common code or the delusional code is involved, remains elided.

Is one not srruck bI the predominance of the function of the signifier
in these two orders of phenomena, not to say urged to seek whatlies at
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tlr,' llr)ll()l)l ol'tlrt' ;ts:;ot'iltliott llrlrt tll('y cottstiltll('; ol'lt cotlt' c,rtt:;titttlt'<l
lry nlcssilgcs on tltc codc, and of a nlessage rcduccd to tltat in the code
*'lriclr inclicatcs the message.

A lt this had to be transferred with the greatest care to a graPh,s in

'rlrich this year I tried to represent the connexions internal to the sig-
rrrlit'r, in so far as they structure the subject.

l,'or there is a topology here that is quite distinct from what might
1,,' irnagined given the requirement of an immediate parallel between the
l,r'rr of the phenomena and their pathways in the neuraxis.

tlut this topology, which follows the lines laid down by Freud when,
.rlicr opening up the field of the unconscious through his work on
,lrt:ams, he set out to describe the dynamics of the unconscious, without
It't:ling restricted by any concern with cortical localization, is precisely
r,,lrat may best prepare the way for the questions that will be addressed to
rlrc surface of the cortex.

For it is only after the linguistic analysis of the phenomenon of
lrrnguage that one can legitimately establish the relation that it consti-
rutes in the subiect, and at the same time delimit the order of the 'machines'
(in the purely associative sense that this term possesses in the mathematical
iheory of networks) that may realize this phenomenon.

It is no less remarkable that it should have been the Freudian experience
that led the author of these lines in the direction presented here. Let us
cxamine, then, what this experience introduces into our question.

IH{
TI After Freud

r. 'What has Freud contributed herel We began by stating that, so far
as the problem of psychosis was concerned, this contribution had led to
a falling back.

This is immediately apparent in the simplistic character of the elements
invoked in conceptions that all amount to a single fundamental schema,
namely, how can the internal be transmitted to the externall It is no use,
in effect, for the subject to try and encomPass here an opaque id, since it
is as ego, after all, in a way fully expressed in the Present psychoanalytic
orientation, as this same indestructible percipiens, that he is invoked in
the motivation of psychosis. This percipiens is all-powerful over its no
less unchanged correlative, reality, and the model of this Po'wer is derived
from a datum accessible tocommon experiencerthat of affectiveproiection.



Fgr presctrl tlrcorics arc n()tcw()t.llry Iirr rlrt.totully uncriticat way irt
which this mechanism of projection is usccl. 'I'hc objecrions against ,rrr.,lr
a use are overwhelming, yet this seems to deter no one, and this dcsprita
all the clinical evidence that there is nothing in common between alll,ciivr.
proiectiol Td its supposed delusional effects, between the jealousy ol'
the unfaithful spouse and that of the alcoholic, for example.

That Freudrln his essay of interpreration of the Schrlber case, whictr
is read so badly that it is usually reduced to the rehashings that followctl,
uses the form of a grammarical deduction in order to pr.r.nt the switching
of the relation to the other in psychosis, namely, the different *uy, ,,f'
denying the proposition, 'I love him', from which it follows thai this
negative judgement is structured in two stages: the first, the reversal ol'
the value of the verb ('I hate him'), or inversion of the gender of the
agent or obiect ('It is not I' or'Ir is not him, but her'- or inversely); the
second, an interversion of subiects ('He hates me', ,ft is she he loves,, ,It
is she who loves me') - the logical problems formally involved in this
deduction have retained no one's interest.

Expecially as Freud in this texr expressly dismisses the mechanism of
proiection as insufficient to account for the problem, and enters at that
point on a rgry long, detailed and subtle discussion of repression, pro-
viding us at the same time with some toothing stones for our problem -
let us say simply that these toothing stones .oriirrr. to stand oui inviolate
above the clouds of dust produced in the psychoanalytic construcion
site.

z. Freud has since provided the article 'On Narcissism,. This texr has

1..1 put to the same use, namely, a sort of pumping in and out of the
Iibido by the percipiels, according to every twist and iurn of the psycho-
analytic party line. The percipiens is thus entitled to inflate arrd j.flate
a dummy reality.

Freud provided the first theory of the way in which the ego is con-
stituted according to the other in the new subjective ..orro.ny, deter-
mined_by the unconscious: one responded to it by acclaiming inihis ego
the rediscovery of the good old fool-proof percipiens and the synthesiziig
function.

Is it surprising that no other benefit should have been derived from it
for psychosis than the definitive promotion of the notion of loss of reatiy?

This is not all. In rg2+ Freul wrote an incisive arricle, ,Th; Losstf
Reality in Neurosis and Psychosis', in which he draws aitention to the
fact that the problem lies nor in the reality that is lost, but in that which

t;rkc:s its placc. Ir is likc talking to tlrc dcl{l sirrce tlrc pr.rl-,lctrr ltas bccn
r,'solvcd; lltc storc of acccssorics is inside, and thcy are taken out as
r t'r;uired.

In fact, such is the schema with which even M. Katan, in the studies in
rvlrich he follows so attentively the different stages of Schreber's psycho-
:;is, guided by his concern to penetrate the prepsychotic phase, satisfies
lrirnself, when he uses the defence against instinctual temptation, against
rrrasturbation and homosexuality in this case, to justify the upsurge of the
lrallucinatory phantasmagoria, a curtain interposed by the operation of
rlrc percipiens between the tendency and its real stimulant.

To think that this simplicity should have comforted us for a time, if
rve had considered that it should suffice to explain the problem of literary
creation in psychosis!

3. After all, what problem would he still erect as an obstacle to the
rliscourse of psychoanalysis, when the implication of a tendency in reality
is a response from the regression of their couplel \Vhat might tire minds
who accept that one should talk to them of regression, without distinguish-
ing between regression in structure, regression in history, and regression
in development (which Freud always differentiates as topographical,
temporal, or genetic)i

I shall refrain from spending more time here drawing up an inventory
of the confusion. It is quite familiar to those whom we train and would
be of no interest to others. I shall be content to propose for their common
meditation the effect of bewilderment (dcpaysement) produced, at the
sight of a speculation that is doomed to go round in circles between
development and entourage, simply by features that are nevertheless the
armature of the Freudian edifice: namely, the equivalence maintained by
Freud of the imaginary function of the phallus in both sexes (for long
the despair of lovers of false 'biological' windows, that is to say, the
naturalists), the castration complex found as a normative phase of the
assumption by the subject of his own sex, the myth of the murder of the
father rendered necessary by the constituent presence of the Oedipus
complex in every personal history, and, last but not . . .re the effect of
duplication introduced into the love life by the very repetitive agency of
the object that is always to be rediscovered as unique. Must we recall
once more the profoundly dissident character of the notion of drive in
Freud, the disjunction of principle between the tendency, its direction,
and its object, and not only its original'perversion', but its implication in
a conceptual systematic, a systematic whose place Freud indicated, from



the very beginning of his work, unclcr r lrc lrca<ling of thc sexual thcories of
childhoodi

Is it not clear that we left all that behind long ago in an educative
naturism that has no other principle than the notion of gratification and its
obverse, frustration, which is nowhere mentioned by Freud.

Nodoubt thestructures revealed by Freud continueto sustain, notonly
in theirplausibilityrbut alsoin the wayrhey are manipulatedrthe would-be
dynamic forces with which psychoanalysis today claims to direct its flow.
A deserted technique would be even more capable of 'miracles', - were it
not for the additional conformism thar reduces its effects ro those of an
ambiguous mixture of social suggestion and psychological superstition.

4. It is even striking that a demand for rigour is manifested only in
people whom the course of things maintains by some aspec outside this
concert, such as Mrs Ida Macalpine, who gave me cause to marvel and
who, as I read her, seemed level-headed enough.

Her critique of the clich6 that is confined in the factor of the repression
of a homosexual drive, which, in fact, is quite unclear, to explain psychosis,
is masterly, and she demonstrates this beautifully in the Schreber case
itself. Homosexuality, supposedly a determinant of paranoiac psychosis,
is really a symptom articulated in its process.

This process began at an early stage, at the momenr when the first sign
of it appeared in Schreber in the form of one of those hypnopompic
ideas, which in their fragility present us with sorrs of tomographies of the
ego, an idea whose imaginary function is sufficiently indicated to us in its
form: that it would be beautiful to be a woman undergoing the act of
copulation.

Ida Macalpine, to make one iust criticism, seems nonetheless to ignore
the fact that although Freud placed considerable stress on rhe homosexual
question, it was first to show that it conditions the idea of grandeur in
delusion, but, more essentially, he indicates in it the mode of otherness
in accordance with which the metamorphosis of the subject operares, in
other words, the place in which his delusional 'transferences' succeed
one another. She would have done better ro rust the reason to which
Freud once again clings here in a reference ro the Oedipus complex,
which she does not accept.

This difficulty should have led her to discoveries that would certainly
have been illuminating for us, for nothing has yet been said about the
function of what is known as rhe inverted Oedipus complex. Mrs Macalpine
prefers to reiect here any recourse to the Oedipus complex, replacing it

lry a plr:rnlil:;y o{'procrt:atiotr, wlticlt is obscrvcrl irr clrildrcn oIbotlr scxcs,
('vcn in the fcrrm of phantasies involving pregnancy, which, indeed, she
rt:gards as being linked to the structure of hypochondria.lo

This phantasy is, indeed, essential, and I would add that in the first
case in which I obtained this phantasy in a man, it was lry . means that
rnarked an important stage in my career, and the man in question was
neither a hypochondriac nor a hysteric.

She feels, with some subtlety, even - mirabile the way things are today
- the need to link this phantasy to a symbolic structure. But in order to
lind this outside the Oedipus complex, she goes off in search of ethno-
graphical references which, on the evidence of her writing, she does not
appear to have fully assimilated. This involves the 'heliolithic' theme,
which has been championed by one of the most eminent adherents of the
English diffusionist school. I am aware of the merits of these conceptions,
but they do not appear to me to support in the least the idea that Mrs
Macalpine tries to give of asexual procreation as a'primitive' conception.ll

Mrs Macalpine's error is revealed, however, in the fact that she arrives
at a result that is the opposite of the one she is looking for.

By isolating a phantasy in a dynamic that she describes as intra-
psychical, according to a perspective that she opens up on the notion of
the transference, she ends up by designating in the psychotic's uncertainty
about his own sex, the weak spot on which the analyst must bring his
intervention to bear, contrasting the hrppy effects of this intervention
with the catastrophic effect, which, in fact, is constantly to be observed
among psychotics, of any suggestion that he should recognize a latent
homosexuality.

Now, uncertainty about one's sex is precisely a common feature in
hysteria, whose encroachments in diagnosis Mrs Macalpine denounces.

This is because no imaginary formation is specificrl2 none is deter-
minant either in the structure, or in the dynamics of a process. And that
is why one is condemned to lacking both when, in the hope of reaching
them more easily, one wishes to ignore the symbolic articulation that
Freud discovered at the same time as the unconscious, and which, for
him, is, in effect, consubstantial with it: it is the need for this articulation
that he signifies for us in his methodical reference to the Oedipus complex.

5. How can one impute responsibility for this mdconnaissance to Mrs
Macalpine, when, far from disappearing, it has continued to grow and
flourish in psychoanalysisl

This is why, in order to define the minimal split, which is certainly



iustifiable berwccn ncurosis ancl llsyclrosis, psyclroanalysts arc rcclucetl
to leaving responsibility for reality to the cgo: which is what I would clll
leaving the problem of psychosis at the stutu quo ante.

One point, however, was very specifically designated as the brirlge
across the frontier of the two domains.

They have even made use of it, in the most excessive way, on the qucs-
tion of the mansference in psychosis. It would be uncharitable to assemble
here what has been said on thissubject. I shall simplytake the opportuniry
of paying homage to Ida Macalpine's intelligence, when she sums up ir
position typical of the genius to be found in psychoanalysis today in
these terms: in short, psychoanalysts claim to be able to cure psychosis in
all cases where a psychosis is not involved.l3

It is on this point that Midas, laying down the law one day on what
psychoanalysis could do, expressed himself thus: 'It is clear that psycho-
analysis is possible only with a subject for whom there is anothert'
And Midas crossed the two-way bridge thinking it to be a piece of waste
land. How could it have been otherwise, since he was unaware that the
river was therel

The term 'other', hitherto unheard among the psychoanalyst popu-
lation, had no more meaning for it than the murmur of the reeds.

IH{
m With Freud

r. It is somewhat striking that a dimension that is felt as that of Some-
thing-else in so many of the experiences that men undergo, not at all'
without thinking about them, rather while thinking about them, but with-
out thinking that they are thinking, and like Telemachus thinking of the
expense (pensant d. la dipense), should never have been thought to the
extent of being congruently said by those whom the idea of thought
assures of thinking.

Desire, boredom, confinement, revolt, prayer, sleeplessness (I would
like to stop there, since Freud refers specifically to it by quoting in the
middle of his Schreber a passage from Nietzsche's Zarathustara)rand
panic are there as evidence of the dimension of that Elsewhere, and to
draw our attention to it, not so much, as I would say, as mere states of
mind that thinking-without-laughirg" can put back into place, but much
more as permanent principles of collective organizations, outside which
human life does not appear capable of maintaining itself for long.

No doubt it is ttot irrrp,rssilrlc tlrat tltc lttosl tllirrlirrlrlt'tlrirrl'ilrg-to-
tlrirrli, thinking itsclf to bc that Other-tlring, should alrvays ltavc bt:cn
rrrr:rl-rle to tolerate this possible competition.

llut this aversion becomes quite clear once the conceptual juncture,
',r'lrich nobody had yet thought of, was made, between this Elsewhere
.,rrcl the place, present for all and closed to each, in which Freud discovered
rlrrrt, without thinking about it, and without anyone being able to think
lrt'tlrinks about it better than anyone else therefore, it thinks(gaperue).
lr rhinks rather badly, but it does think. For it is in these terms that it
.lulounces the unconscious to us: thoughts which, if their laws are not
,lrrite the same as those of our everyday thoughts, however noble or
vulgar they may be, are perfectly articulated.

'I here is no longer any way, therefore, of reducing this Elsewhere to
rlrc imaginary form of a nostalgiara lost or future Paradise; what one
lirrds is the paradise of the child's loves, where, baudelaire de Dieulrt6
something's going on, I can tell you.

Moreover, if any doubt still remained in our minds, Freud named the
krcus of the unconscious by a term that had struck him in Fechner (who,
irrcidentally, is an experimentalist, and not at all the realist that our literary
rcference books suggest), namely, ein anderer Schauplatl, another scene;
hc makes use of it some tv/enty times in his early works.

This sprinkling of cold water having, let us hope, refreshed our minds,
lct us move on to the scientific formulation of the subiect's relation to
rhis Other.

z. By way of 'fixing our ideas' and the souls suffering here, I will
apply the said relation to schema L, already produced and here simplified:

s - 6:L* 
(,[*t

SCHEMA L o
f rr (*,

This schema signifies that'the condition of the subject S (neurosis or
psychosis) is dependent on what is being unfolded in the Other O. What
is being unfolded there is articulated like a discourse (the unconscious is
the discourse of the Other), whose syntax Freud first sought to define for
those bits that come to us in certain privileged moments, in dreams, in
slips of the tongue or pen, in flashes of wit.

Why would the subject be interested in this discourse, if he were not

I
I



$*iffiffi [+1,, "mi[ #r[iilllrri,i ilobjects, and O, the locus from which ,f* qr.rrion of his existcncc nr,ry Ibe presented to him. 'vrr v^ r,o \-^ri

For it is a truth of experience for analysis that the subject is prescrrtr.rlwith the question of his existence, not in terms of the anxiety rh:rr ilarouses at the level of the egorand which is only one element in thc scr.it,:,,but as an articulated qr.rr-io.r, .V7hui .* i'iir.r.l,, .on..rrlng his r;t.rand his contingency in bei1g, namely, that, on th. o". frurJ, ir. i, a nr,uror a woman, and, on the otherr.that h. miglr nor be, the t*o.orlugarirrp,,
*.ir mysrery, 

.and b^i1{ing it in the ,yrniot, of procreation and dcarlr.That the question of his e"xisterrc" batires the subject, supporrs him, irr.vades him, tears him apart even, is shown in the tensions, the lapses, rlrt.phantasies that the araiyst encountersl and, it should be added, by meansof elements ofthe particular discourse in which this quesri;;;;rticulatcrlin the Other. It is because these phenomenu ur. ordered in the figures ol.this discourse rhat they hav. th. nrity oiryilpro*s, are legible and carrbe resolved when deciphered.
3. One must insist, therefore, 1!r, this question is not presented inthe unconscious as ineffable, thai.this questiJrr-i, u questioni ng (une miscen guestion), that is to say, that prior to all analysis it is articulated in it indiscrete elements. This ii most important, for ,t .r. elements are those thatIinguistic analysis forces us to iroiate ,, ,igr#.rr, urd here they are seenat work in their puresr form at the most ,"rrit.lr;;;;;:; iii.?ry point:- the mosr unlikely, since their chain is found to ,rrruirre in an alterity inrelation to the subject as radical as that of as 

-yet 
undecipherable hiero-glyphics in the solitude of the desert;'- 

-- -- '
- the mosr likely, because there alone their function of inducing thesignification into the signified by imposing it.i. ,rrr.rrr. on i, *uyappear quite unambiguously.

.,Tor certainly the fuirows opened ,p by the signifier in the real worldwill seek, in order to broaden them,'ril; g;r; t-hat the ,.ul *o,ld, quaexistent (dtan) offers to the signifier, ," ,u.f, i" extenr that an ambiguitymay well survive in our undJrs,tanSng u, io *t etheruh. G;tfier doesnot follow the law of the signified here.
But this is not the case at-the I.^y.J oi th. questioning not of the placeof the subject in the world, but of his .*irt.rr'.. as subjgc, a questioningwhich, beginning with himself, will extend to his in_the-world relation

to olljt:t:ts, lrrrrl lo tlrr -.r l;rt'as il, loo, ltray l-lc
r;rtt:stioncd bcyorr<l its ----,-

4. [t is of thc utrrro. adftr rcalize in the experience of the
rrnconscious Othcr in w, 6"rd guides us that th" question does not
lind its lineaments in protomorphic proliferations of the image, in vegeta-
tive intumescencesrin animic halos irradiatingfrom the palpitations of life.

The whole difference between Freud's orientation and that of the
Jungian school, which attaches itself to such forms, is there: Wandlungen
der libido. These forms may be promoted to the first level of a mantic,
for they can be produced by the appropriate techniques (promoting
imaginary creations: reveries, drawings, etc.) in a mappable site: one sees
it on our schema stretched between o and o', that is, in the veil of the
narcissistic mirage, eminently suited to sustaining with its effects of
seduction and capture whatever is reflected in it.

If Freud rejected this mantic, it is at the point at which it neglected the
directing function of a signifying articulation, which takes effect from its
internal law and from a material subjected to the poverty that is essential
to it.

Similarly, it is to the extent that this style of articulation has been
maintained, by virtue of the Freudian W'ord (verbe), albeit dismembered,
in the community that claims to represent orthodoxy, that so deep a
difference remains between the two schools, even to the point, as things
now are, that neither is in a position to formulate the reason for it. As a
result, the level of their practice will soon appear to be reducible to the
distance between the modes of dreaming of the Alps and the Atlantic.

To take up Charcot's formula, which so delighted Freud, 'this does
not prevent [the Other] from existing' in his place O.

For if he is taken away, man can no longer even sustain himself in the
position of Narcissus. As if by elastic, the anima springs back on to the
animus and the animus on to the animal, which between S and o sustains
with its Umwelt'external relations' noticeably closer than ours, without,
moreover, one being able to say that its relation with the Other is neg-
ligible, but only that it appears otherwise than in the sporadic sketches of
neurosis.

5. The L of the questioning of the subject in his existence has a com-
binatory structure that must not be confused with its spatial aspect. As
such, it is the signifier itself that must be articulated in the Other, especially
in its position as fourth term in the topology.

As support for this structure, we find in it the three signifiers in which



the Other may be idcntilicd in tlrc Oc<li[)us conlplcx. 1'hcy arc sullicictrt
to symbolize the significations of sexed reproduction, under the signiliers
of relation, 'love' and 'procreation'.

The fourth term is given by the subject in his reality, foreclosed as
such in the system, and entering into the play of the signifiers only in
the mode of death, but becoming the true subject to the extent that this
play of the signifiers will make it signify.

This play of the signifiers is not, in effect, an inert one, since it is
animated in each particular part by the whole history of the ancestry of
real others that the denomination of signifying Others involves in the
contemporaneity of the Subject. Furthermore, in so far as it is set up
qua rule over and above each part, this play already structures in the sub-
iect the three agencies: ego (ideal), reality, superego, the determination of
which was to be the task of the second Freudian topography.

Furthermore, the subject enters the game as the dummy (mort), but
it is as a living being that he plays it; it is in his life that he must take up
the suit (couleur) that he maybid. He will do so bymeans of a set17 of
imaginary figures, selected from among the innumerable forms of animic
relations, the choice of which involves a certain arbitrariness, since, in
order to correspond homologically to the symbolic triads, it must be '

numerically reduced.
To do this, the polar relation, by which the specular image (of the

narcissistic relation) is linked as a unifier to all the imaginary elements of
what is called the fragmented body, provides a couple that is prepared not
only by a natural conformity of development and structure to serve as a
homologue for the Mothey'Child symbolic relation. The imaginary
couple of the mirror stage, through that counter-nature that it manifests,
if it must be related to a specific prematuration of birth in man, is appro-
priated to provide the imaginary triangle with the base to which the
symbolic relation may in a sense correspond (see schema R).

In effect, it is by means of the gap opened up by this prematuration in
the imaginary, and in which the effects of the mirror stage proliferate,
that the human animal is capable of imagining himself as mortal, which
does not mean that he would be able to do so without his symbiosis with
the symbolic, but rather that without this gap that alienates him from his
own image, this symbiosis with the symbolic, in which he constitutes
himself as subject to death, could not have occurred.

6. The third term of the imaginary riad, that in which the subject
identifies himself, on the contrary, with himself as a living being is simply

I

rlrr'plurllic: irrr:rgt'tlrc rurvciling o('wlriclr in tlris futrctiott is ttot tlrc lcast

',,';urtl;rknrs ;rspcct of tlrc l,'rcuclian cliscovcry.
l.ct us inscribc hcrc at once) under the heading of conceptual visualiza-

tirn of tlris doublc triad, what we shall henceforth call schema R, and
rvlriclr represcnts thc lines of conditioning of the perceptum, in other
ivords, of the object, in so far as these lines circumscribe the field of
rt:ality, rather than merely depending on them.

I-hus taking the summits of the symbolic triangle: I as the ego-ideal, M
:rs the signifier of the primordial obiect, and F as the position in O of the
Narne-of-the-Father, one can see how the homological fastening of the
signification of the subject S under the signifier of the phallus may affect
the support of the field of reality delimited by the quadrangle MzeI. The
other two summits of this quadrangle, e and i, represent the two imaginary
terms of the narcissistic relation, the ego and . 4..t

6*i[r----l.r
!
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SCHEMA. R:
.l'

One may thus situate from i to
Fl''i,,,,.,

the extremities of the

e

M, that is in o,
segments Si, So1 , So', So", SM, in which are placed the figures of the
imaginary other in the relations of erotic aggression where they are
realized - similarly, from e to I, that is in o' , the extremities of segments
Se, So'1 ,So'', So", SI, in which the ego identifies itselt from its specular
Urbild to the paternal identification of the ego-ideal.l8

Those of you who attended my seminar for the year gj6-z know the
use that I made of the imaginary triad presented here, a triad of which the
child as the desired object constitutes in reality the summit I - to restore
to the notion of the Object Relationrle now somewhat discredited by the
mass of nonsense that the term has been used in recent years to validate,
the capital of experience that legitimately belongs to it.

In effect, this schema enables us to show the relations that refer not to
pre-Oedipal stages, which are not of course non-existent, butwhich cannot
be conceived of in analytic terms (as is sufficiently apparent in the hesi-
tant, but controlled work of Melanie Klein), but to the pregenital stages
in so far as they are ordered in the retroaction of the Oedipus complex.

The whole problem of the perversions consists in conceiving how the



child, in his relation to the mothcr, a rclat ion constituted in analysis not
by his vital dependence on her, but by his dependence on her love, that ir
to say, by the desire for her desire, identifies himself with the imaginary
obiect of this desire in so far as the mother herself symbolizes it in tlrc
phallus.

The phallocentrism produced by this dialectic is all that need concenl
us here. It is, of course, entirely conditioned by the intrusion of the
signifier in man's psyche, and strictly impossible to deduce from any
pre-established harmony of this psyche with the nature that it expresses.

This imaginary effect, which can be felt as a discord only from thc
prejudged vantage point of a normativity proper to instinct, has neverthe-
less determined the long quarrel, which has now died down, but whose
damaging after effects still linger on, concerning the primary or secondary
nature of the phallic phase. Even apart from the extreme importance of the
question, this quarrel would merit our interest for the dialectical exploits
it imposed on Dr Ernest Jones in maintaining that he was in complete
agreement with Freud, while affirming a position that was diametrically
opposed to his, namelR that which made him, with certain minor reser-
vations no doubt, the champion of the English feminists, with their
beloved egalitarian principle:'to each his own'- for the boys the phallus
for the girls the c . . . (aux.boys le pltalle, aux girls le c . . .).

7. Freud revealed this imaginary function of the phallus, then, to be
the pivot of the symbolic process that completes in both sexes the ques-
tioning of the sex by the castration complex.

The present obscuring of this function of the phallus (reduced to the
role of partobject) in the psychoanalytic concert is simply the con-
sequence of the profound mystification in which culture maintains the
symbol of it, in the sense that paganism itself produced it only at the
culmination of its most secret mysteries.

Indeed, in the subjective economy, governed as we see it by the
unconscious, it is a signification that is evoked only by what we call a
metaphor, in particular, the paternal metaphor.

And this leads us, since it is with Mrs Macalpine that we chose to open
this dialogue, to her need to refer to a 'heliolithism', by means of which
she claims to see the codification of procreation in a pre-Oedipal culture,
in which the procreative function of the father would be eluded.

Anything one can advance along these lines, in whatever form, will
merely accentuate the signifying function that conditions paternity.

For in another debate dating from the time when psychoanalysts still

rJrrt:sti<lrtc<l tltctnsclvt:s ;tll,lttl tloclrinc, I)r l',rrrcst Jtlrtcs, witlr a rctnark
rlr;rt was tnorc rclcvant tlran lris previous <lnc, did not Provide a less
r r r;rl)propriate argumcnt.

Concerning, in effect, the state of beliefs in some Australian tribe, he
r,'lirscd to admit that any collectivity of men could fail to recognize the
l,rct of experience that, with certain enigmatic excePtions, no'woman gives-
lrirth to a child without having undergone coitus, or even be ignorant of
rlrc lapse of time between the two events. For the credit that seems to me
r. be accorded quite legitimately to the human capacities to observe the
rcal is precisely that which has not the slightest importance in the matter.

For, if the symbolic context requires it, paternity will nonetheless be
,rrtributed to the fact that the woman met a spirit at some fountain or
,;orr¤ rock in which he is supposed to live.

It is certainly this that demonstrates that the attribution of Procreation
to the father can only be the effect of a pure signifier, of a recognition, not
.,[a real father, but of what religion has taught us to refer to as the Name-
,,f-the-Father.

Of couise, there is no need of a signifier to be a father, any more than
t,r be dead, but without a signifier, no one would ever know anything
;tbout either state of being.

I would take this opportunity of reminding those who cannot be
persuaded to seek in Freud's texts an extension of the enlightenment
ihat their pedagogues dispense to them how insistently Freud stresses the
affinity ofthe two signifying relations that I have just referred to, when-
cver the neurotic subject (especially the obsessional) manifests this affinity
through the conjunction of the themes of the father and death.

H&, indeed, could Freud fail to recognize such an affinity, when the
necessity of his reflexion led him to link the appearance of the signifier of
the Father, as author of the Law, with death, even to the murder of the
Father - thus showing that if this murder is the fruitful moment of debt
through which the subject binds himself for life to the Law, the symbolic
Father is, in so far as he signifies this Law, the dead Father.

I}{{
IY Schreber's way

r. We can now enter the subjectivity of Schreber's delusion.
The signification of the phallus, I have said, must be evoked in the

subiect's imaginary by the paternal metaphor-



'fhis has a llrccisc ttrt:attittg irr tlrt: ('(:()llottty ol'tlrc signilicr, tlrt: lilr-
malization of which I can d<t no lllorc tlrarr indicatc Itcre, but rvlriclr rvill
be familiar to those of you who are attcnding thc seminar I am giving tlris
year on the formations of the unconscious. Namely: formula oJ' thr'

metaphor, or of signfyi"s substitution:

S

T (+). $'-* S
,c

in which the capital Ss are signifiers, r the unknown signification and s

the signified induced by the metaphor, which consists of the substitution
in the signifying chain of S for S'. The elision of S', rePresented here by
the bar through it, is the condition of the success of the metaphor.

This applies equally to the metaphor of the Name-of-the-Father, that
is, the metaphor that substitutes this Name in the place first symbolized
by the operation of the absence of the mother.

Name-of-the-Father Desire of the Mother
Desire the Mother

Name-of-the-Fathe, ( #*)
Let us now ry to conceive of a circumstance of the subiective position

in which, to the appeal of the Name-of-the-Father resPonds, not the
absence of the real father, for this absence is more than comPatible with
the presence of the signifier, but the inadequacy of the signifier itself.

This is not a conception that should come as a complete surprise. The
presence of the signifier in the Other is, in effect, a Presence usually closed
io the subject, because it usually persists in a state of repression (verdrcingt),
and because from there it insists on representing itself in the signified by
means of its repetition compulsion (Wiederholungslwang).

Let us extract from several of Freud's texts a term that is sufficiently
articulated in them to render them unjustifiable if this term does not
designate in them a function of the unconscious that is distinct from the
repressed. Let us take as demonstrated the essence of my seminar on the
psychoses, namely, that this term refers to the most necessary implication
othit thought on the phenomenon of psychosis: this term is Verwerf""S
(foreclosure).

It is articulated in this register as the absence of that Bejahung, ot
iudgement of attribution, that Freud Poses as a necessary precedent for

arry possiblc applicatiott <tl' l/arrrcirrung (ncgation), whic.lr ltc opp<lscs to it
,,r"r'iudgcmciri c,f cxistellcc: wltereas the whole article from which he

.l"tac'hes'this Verneinung as an element of analytic experience demon-

strates in it the avowal of ,h. signifier itself that it annuls'
It is on the signifier, then, thalthe primordial^Bejahungleysr:nd other

tcxts enable rc io...ogtir. this, in particular letter 1z of the Fliess cor-
respondence, in whichit is e*pressly isolated as the term of an original
perception under the name cf sign, Zeichen'.

\Me will take Verwerfung,the,,]to beforeclosure of the signifier' To the

point-.i which the Namelof-the-Fathei is called - we shall see how -
may correspond in the Other, then, a mere hole, which, by-the inade-

quu.y of the metaphoric effeci will provoke a corresPonding hole at the

place of the phallic signification.' L i, th. orrly for-"in which it is possible for us to concePtualize what

Schreber shows us to be the result of tht damage that he is in a position

to reveal only in part and in which, he. saysr-toge1he1 with the names

of Flechsig arrd Schreber, the term isoul-m'rder' (Seelenmord: S' zz-lT)
plays an essential role.2o

It is clear that what we are presented with here is a disorder caused at

the most personal iuncture between the subiect and his sense of being

alive; the censorshii that mutilates the text before the addition mentioned

by Schreber to the ,om.what distorted explanations that he has offered

of his method leaves one to think that he associated with the names of
li;; people facts that could not have been published on account of the

.or,r".r,tion, of the time. Moreover, the following chapter is missing in its
entirety, and Freud had to be .orri."'to exercise his pe-rgpic3city on the

allusion to Faust, to Der Freischiitl and to Byron's^ Manfred' a work

ffro* which h. ,,rpposes the name if At";*an, orLe of the apophanies of
God in Schreb..', d.lrrrion, to be borrovred) that seemed to him to derive

in that reference all the value of its theme, namely, that the hero dies from
the curse borne in him by the death of the obiect of fraternal incest'

For me, since like Freud I have chosen to trust a text which, aPart {rom
these few mutilations, regrettable as they are, remains a document whose

g,rrrurr,..s of credibiiity"are unrivalled, it is in the most advanced form
If d"lrrion of which th. book is an expression, that I will ffy to show a

structure that will Prove to be similar to the Process of psychosis itself'
z. Followirrg tlii, line of approach, I wifl observe with the touch of

surprise with oIni.U Freud t..t th. subiective-connotation of the recog-

nized unconscious, that the delusion deploys all the wealth of its taPestry



around tlrc porvcr ol'crcatiorr rrttr.ilrrrrr.rl ro s;lccclr, of whiclr thc clivinc
rays (Gottesstrahlen) are the hyposrasis.

This begins as a leit*notiv in the first chapter, where the author first
pauses at the fact that the act of giving birth to an exisrence out of nothing
offends reason, flies in the face of the evidence that experience provides in
the transformations of a matter in which reality findslts substince.

He emphasizes the paradox ro be found in his contrasr with the most
familiar ideas for the man he claims ro be, as if there was any need of that:
a gebilder German of the Wilhelmine period, nourished on Haeckelian
metascientism, on the basis of which he provides a list of readings, an
occasion for us to complete, by referring ro them, what Gavarni calls
somewhere a cerebral idea of Man.21

It is even in this considered paradox of the intrusion of a thought, for
him hitherto unthinkable, that Schreber sees the proof that ,orn.tiring
mu:t have hlppened that does not proceed from his own mind: " prooT
against which, it seems, only the petitio principii, outlined above in the
position of the psychiatrist, give us the right to resist.

_ 3. Having said this, let us follow a sequence of phenomena that Schre-
ber establishes in his fifteenth chapter (S. zoa-r y).-'We now know that the strength of his hand in the forced game of
thought (Denkyang) in which the words of God constrain liim (see
above, I-y) has a dramatic stake, which is that God, whose powers of
misunderstanding, will appear later, considering rhe subject is annihi-
Iated, leaves him in the lurch (tiegen lassen), u ihr..t to which we will
return.

The effort of reposr, then, by which the subject is thus suspended, Iet
us say, in lis being as subiect, eventually fails by a mom.r,t of .thinking-
nothing' (Nichtsdenken), certainly seems to be tire least one can hr-aJy
expect by way of rest (Schreber says). This is what, according to him,
occurs:

(u) What he calls the miracle of howling(Brtiltenwunder)ra cry torn from
his breast that surprises him beyond all expectatiorrr, *h.ther he is
alone or with others, who are horrified by thl spectacle he offers them
of his mouth suddenly gaping over the unspeakable void, abandoning
th" cigar that was stuck there only , -o*.rrt earlier;

(b) The call for help ('Hi;tfe' ,ufrn), emitted by ,divine nerves detached
from the mass'r_ th-. p_laintive tone of which is caused by the grearer
distance into which God withdraws;

(two pltt:ttonrclt:.t itt rvlriclr tlrc strl,'jt'ctivc tc;'rrirrg is sullicit'rrr-ly irr<lis-

ringrirl,rble enough from its signifying mode ftrr us not to labour the

point);

(c) The forthcoming blossoming, that-is, in the occult zone of the per-\ / 
ceprual field, in"the corridei, in the next room, or manifestations

*hi.h, though not extraordinary, aPPear to the subject to be intended
for him;

(d) The appearance at the next level of the distant, that is, beyond the
' ' grurp ti th. senses, in the park, in tle real, of miraculous creations'

t"h.t^ir, newly created ones, and Mrs Macalpine makes the perceptive

observatio., ihu, they always belong to flying species - birds or
insects.

Do not these last meteors of delusion aPPear as the trace of a furrow, or
as a fringe effect, showing both times in which the signifier thllremained
silent in"the srbfe.t proiects from its darkness a Bl-eamof signification on

to the surface oi th. ,."1, ,h.tt illuminates the real with a flash projected
from below its basement of nothingnessl

Thus, at the tip of hallucinatory effects, these creatures which, if one

wished io ,pply with maximum rigour the criterion of the apparition of
the pheno*not in reality, would ilont be worthy o{ '1: 

name. of hallu-
cinations, recommend ui to reconsider in their symbolic solidarity the

trio of Creator, Creature, and Created that emerges here'

4. ltis from the position of the Creator, in effect, that we will go back
to that of the Created, which subiectively creates it'

Unique in his Muliiplicity, Multiple in hisLJnity Cr1c! are.the atri-
butes, ieminiscent of li.o.iitrrs, with which Schreber defines him), this
Codr'r.duced in effect to a hierarchy of realms, which would be worth a
rtrdy in itself, lowers himself into teings who appropriate disconnected

identities.
Immanent in these beings, whose capture by their inclusion in Schre-

ber's being threatens his integrity, God is not without the intuitive sup-

port of a h"yperspace, in whichschreber even sees significant ransmissions
iorrdr.t.d"alonf wires (Faden)rwhich materialize the-parabolic traiectory
in accordance iri,t which they enter his cranium through the occiput
(S. 3r5-P.S. V).' f.r, in the course of time, through his manifestations, God lets the

field of non-intelligent beings, beingi who do not know what they say'

beings of inanityr"rr.h ", t-hot. enchanted birds, those talking birds,


